If I Listen with My Heart

Quietly \( \frac{\text{j}}{\text{=} \, 88 - 104} \)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{If I had been living} \\
\text{If I had been living} \\
\text{If I had been living} \\
\text{If I had been living} \\
\text{If I had been living} \\
\text{If I had been living} \\
\text{If I had been living} \\
\text{If I had been living} \\
\end{align*}
\]

lit - tle child
prophet speak when
Je - sus lived on
Christ would
earth say
earth say
earth say
earth say

would have liked to
walk on with Him
and to
list - ten to me
His
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